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Alexander Hamilton Post Hill
Press
Alexander Hamilton: by Jon
Meacham Summary &
Highlights - "NOT ORIGINAL
BOOK" This story of
Alexander Hamilton details a
true story of an American
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Revolutionary war hero that was
a true founding father.
Hamilton was born in disarray
in the British West Indies. He
escaped a life of
meaninglessness and moved to
New York as a teenager where
he set his feet in political and
military prowess. Over the
years he worked with the
greatest leaders in American
history. He was the chief of
staff to General Washington in
the Revolutionary War and his
Secretary of the Treasury in his
two presidential terms.
Hamilton was a man that
deeply cared for his family and
his duty. Even into his death he

maintained a sense of
responsibility future
generations should take note of.
Inside this SUMMARY
READS Summary &
Highlights of Alexander
Hamilton: Summary of Each
Chapter Best Quotes
(Highlights) BONUS: Free
Report about Vladimir Putin
(find out about the mysterious
deaths of his enemies - http: //si
xfigureteen.com/summaryreads
).
Alexander Hamilton W.
W. Norton & Company
From the Pulitzer
Prize–winning
bestselling author of

Alexander Hamilton,
the inspiration for
the hit Broadway
musical, comes this
definitive biography
of the Warburgs, one
of the great German-
Jewish banking
families of the
twentieth century.
Bankers,
philanthropists,
scholars, socialites,
artists, and
politicians, the
Warburgs stood at the
pinnacle of German
(and, later, of
German-American)
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Jewry. They forged
economic dynasties,
built mansions and
estates, assembled
libraries, endowed
charities, and
advised a German
kaiser and two
American presidents.
But their very
success made the
Warburgs lightning
rods for anti-
Semitism, and their
sense of patriotism
became increasingly
dangerous in a
Germany that had
declared Jews the

enemy. Ron Chernow's
hugely fascinating
history is a group
portrait of a clan
whose members were
renowned for their
brilliance, culture,
and personal energy
yet tragically
vulnerable to the
dark and irrational
currents of the
twentieth century.
SUMMARY and ANALYSIS:
ALEXANDER HAMILTON;
Key Takeaways and Analysis by
Ron Chernow Penguin
A New York Times Bestseller.
“[A] finely tuned fictional
biography of one of America’s

most intriguing yet vastly
underrated Founding Fathers.”
—Booklist (starred review) Set
against the dramatic backdrop of
the American Revolution, and
featuring a cast of legendary
characters, The Hamilton Affair
tells the sweeping, tumultuous,
true story of Alexander Hamilton
and Elizabeth Schuyler, from
passionate and tender beginnings
of their romance to his fateful duel
on the banks of the Hudson River.
Hamilton was a bastard and
orphan, raised in the Caribbean
and desperate for legitimacy, who
became one of the American
Revolution’s most dashing—and
improbable—heroes. Admired by
George Washington, scorned by
Thomas Jefferson, Hamilton was a
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lightning rod: the most
controversial leader of the new
nation. Elizabeth was the wealthy,
beautiful, adventurous daughter of
the respectable Schuyler
clan—and a pioneering advocate
for women. Together, the unlikely
couple braved the dangers of war,
the perils of seduction, the anguish
of infidelity, and the scourge of
partisanship that menaced their
family and the country itself. With
flawless writing, brilliantly drawn
characters, and epic scope, The
Hamilton Affair tells a story of
love forged in revolution and
tested by the bitter strife of young
America, and will take its place
among the greatest novels of
American history ever written.
“Why did Alexander Hamilton

risk everything? Why did Eliza
Hamilton stand by him? This
complicated couple who did so
much for young America spring to
life in this entertaining, well-told
tale.” —Cokie Roberts, author of
Ladies of Liberty “A juicy
answer to Ron Chernow’s
Alexander Hamilton.”
—Cosmopolitan
Alexander Hamilton Vintage
Alexander Hamilton by Ron
Chernow | Summary &
Analysis Preview: Alexander
Hamilton (2004) is a
sprawling biography of one
of the most important
figures in American history.
It is based on copious
original research, especially

into Hamilton’s early years.
As a political theorist, a
polemicist, and the first
Treasury secretary, Hamilton
dedicated his life, his
intellect, and a seemingly
limitless stream of words to
the cause of unifying and
strengthening the United
States. He did perhaps more
than any other one person to
ensure the strength of the
American union, even as his
pride and hot-headedness
kept him from the presidency
and led to his early death.
Hamilton claimed to have
been born on the island of
Nevis in the British West
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Indies, probably in 1755.
Orphaned and illegitimate,
Hamilton had perhaps the
least advantageous
childhood of all the founders.
He apprenticed as a clerk
with merchant trader
Thomas Stevens, a man
who may have been his
biological father… PLEASE
NOTE: This is summary and
analysis of the book and
NOT the original book.
Inside this Instaread
Summary of Alexander
Hamilton: · Summary of the
book · Important People ·
Character Analysis ·
Analysis of the Themes and

Author’s Style
Alexander Hamilton Princeton
University Press
Alexander HamiltonPenguin
Alexander Hamilton Alexander
Hamilton
The #1 New York Times
bestseller and New York Times
Book Review 10 Best Books of
2017 “Eminently readable but
thick with import . . . Grant hits
like a Mack truck of
knowledge.” —Ta-Nehisi
Coates, The Atlantic Pulitzer
Prize winner Ron Chernow
returns with a sweeping and
dramatic portrait of one of our
most compelling generals and
presidents, Ulysses S. Grant.

Ulysses S. Grant's life has
typically been misunderstood.
All too often he is caricatured as
a chronic loser and an inept
businessman, or as the
triumphant but brutal Union
general of the Civil War. But
these stereotypes don't come
close to capturing him, as
Chernow shows in his masterful
biography, the first to provide a
complete understanding of the
general and president whose
fortunes rose and fell with
dizzying speed and frequency.
Before the Civil War, Grant was
flailing. His business ventures
had ended dismally, and despite
distinguished service in the
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Mexican War he ended up
resigning from the army in
disgrace amid recurring
accusations of drunkenness. But
in war, Grant began to realize his
remarkable potential, soaring
through the ranks of the Union
army, prevailing at the battle of
Shiloh and in the Vicksburg
campaign, and ultimately
defeating the legendary
Confederate general Robert E.
Lee. Along the way, Grant
endeared himself to President
Lincoln and became his most
trusted general and the strategic
genius of the war effort. Grant’s
military fame translated into a
two-term presidency, but one

plagued by corruption scandals
involving his closest staff
members. More important, he
sought freedom and justice for
black Americans, working to
crush the Ku Klux Klan and
earning the admiration of
Frederick Douglass, who called
him “the vigilant, firm,
impartial, and wise protector of
my race.” After his presidency,
he was again brought low by a
dashing young swindler on Wall
Street, only to resuscitate his
image by working with Mark
Twain to publish his memoirs,
which are recognized as a
masterpiece of the genre. With
lucidity, breadth, and

meticulousness, Chernow finds
the threads that bind these
disparate stories together,
shedding new light on the man
whom Walt Whitman described
as “nothing heroic... and yet the
greatest hero.” Chernow’s
probing portrait of Grant's
lifelong struggle with alcoholism
transforms our understanding of
the man at the deepest level. This
is America's greatest biographer,
bringing movingly to life one of
our finest but most
underappreciated presidents.
The definitive biography, Grant
is a grand synthesis of
painstaking research and literary
brilliance that makes sense of all
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sides of Grant's life, explaining
how this simple Midwesterner
could at once be so ordinary and
so extraordinary. Named one of
the best books of the year by
Goodreads � Amazon � The
New York Times � Newsday �
BookPage � Barnes and Noble
� Wall Street Journal
Eliza Hamilton Sterling
So much to read, so little
time? This brief overview of
Alexander Hamilton tells you
what you need to
know—before or after you
read Ron Chernow’s book.
Crafted and edited with care,
Worth Books set the standard

for quality and give you the
tools you need to be a well-
informed reader. This short
summary and analysis of
Alexander Hamilton by Ron
Chernow includes: Historical
context Chapter-by-chapter
summaries Detailed timeline
of key events Important
quotes Fascinating trivia
Glossary of terms Supporting
material to enhance your
understanding of the original
work About Alexander
Hamilton by Ron Chernow:
Ron Chernow’s New York
Times–bestselling biography
of Alexander Hamilton sets

the record straight on the often-
misunderstood founding
father. Beginning with a
thoroughly researched
investigation of Hamilton’s
controversial origins, the book
takes an immersive look at the
man who authored the
Federalist Papers, fought in the
Revolutionary War, crafted
the nation’s financial system,
and served as George
Washington’s right-hand
man before being killed in an
infamous duel with Aaron
Burr. More than a portrait of
one man, Alexander Hamilton
is the story of America’s
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birth—and the inspiration for
Lin-Manuel Miranda’s
Pulitzer Prize–winning
Broadway musical. The
summary and analysis in this
ebook are intended to
complement your reading
experience and bring you
closer to a great work of
nonfiction.
Washington Instaread
From the New York Times
bestselling author of Irena’s
Children comes a “vivid,
compelling, and unputdownable
new biography” (Christopher
Andersen, #1 New York Times
bestselling author) about the

extraordinary life and times of
Eliza Hamilton, the wife of
founding father Alexander
Hamilton, and a powerful,
unsung hero in America’s early
days. Fans fell in love with Eliza
Hamilton—Alexander
Hamilton’s devoted wife—in
Lin-Manuel Miranda’s
phenomenal musical Hamilton.
But they don’t know her full
story. A strong pioneer woman,
a loving sister, a caring mother,
and in her later years, a generous
philanthropist, Eliza had many
sides—and this fascinating
biography brings her multi-
faceted personality to vivid life.
This “expertly told story”

(Publishers Weekly) follows Eliza
through her early years in New
York, into the ups and downs of
her married life with Alexander,
beyond the aftermath of his
tragic murder, and finally to her
involvement in many projects
that cemented her legacy as one
of the unsung heroes of our
nation’s early days. This
captivating account of the
woman behind the famous man
is perfect for fans of the works of
Ron Chernow, Lisa McCubbin,
and Nathaniel Philbrick.
Alexander Hamilton Simon and
Schuster
Genesis -- Exodus -- Revolution
-- New York -- Constitutions --
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Statesmanship -- Church and
State -- Law and Politics.
Ron Chernow's Alexander
Hamilton Summary Createspace
Independent Publishing Platform
The #1 New York Times bestseller,
and the inspiration for the hit
Broadway musical Hamilton!
Pulitzer Prize-winning author Ron
Chernow presents a landmark
biography of Alexander Hamilton,
the Founding Father who
galvanized, inspired, scandalized,
and shaped the newborn nation.
"Grand-scale biography at its
best—thorough, insightful,
consistently fair, and superbly
written . . . A genuinely great
book." —David McCullough “A
robust full-length portrait, in my
view the best ever written, of the

most brilliant, charismatic and
dangerous founder of them all."
—Joseph Ellis Few figures in
American history have been more
hotly debated or more grossly
misunderstood than Alexander
Hamilton. Chernow’s biography
gives Hamilton his due and sets the
record straight, deftly illustrating
that the political and economic
greatness of today’s America is
the result of Hamilton’s countless
sacrifices to champion ideas that
were often wildly disputed during
his time. “To repudiate his
legacy,” Chernow writes, “is, in
many ways, to repudiate the
modern world.” Chernow here
recounts Hamilton’s turbulent
life: an illegitimate, largely self-
taught orphan from the Caribbean,

he came out of nowhere to take
America by storm, rising to become
George Washington’s aide-de-
camp in the Continental Army,
coauthoring The Federalist Papers,
founding the Bank of New York,
leading the Federalist Party, and
becoming the first Treasury
Secretary of the United
States.Historians have long told the
story of America’s birth as the
triumph of Jefferson’s democratic
ideals over the aristocratic
intentions of Hamilton. Chernow
presents an entirely different man,
whose legendary ambitions were
motivated not merely by self-
interest but by passionate patriotism
and a stubborn will to build the
foundations of American prosperity
and power. His is a Hamilton far
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more human than we’ve
encountered before—from his
shame about his birth to his fiery
aspirations, from his intimate
relationships with childhood friends
to his titanic feuds with Jefferson,
Madison, Adams, Monroe, and
Burr, and from his highly public
affair with Maria Reynolds to his
loving marriage to his loyal wife
Eliza. And never before has there
been a more vivid account of
Hamilton’s famous and
mysterious death in a duel with
Aaron Burr in July of 1804.
Chernow’s biography is not just a
portrait of Hamilton, but the story
of America’s birth seen through
its most central figure. At a critical
time to look back to our roots,
Alexander Hamilton will remind

readers of the purpose of our
institutions and our heritage as
Americans. 9780143034759
Grant Start Publishing LLC
The Pulitzer Prize–winning
biography of Harry S. Truman,
whose presidency included
momentous events from the
atomic bombing of Japan to the
outbreak of the Cold War and
the Korean War, told by
America’s beloved and
distinguished historian. The life
of Harry S. Truman is one of the
greatest of American stories,
filled with vivid
characters—Roosevelt,
Churchill, Stalin, Eleanor
Roosevelt, Bess Wallace

Truman, George Marshall, Joe
McCarthy, and Dean
Acheson—and dramatic events.
In this riveting biography,
acclaimed historian David
McCullough not only captures
the man—a more complex,
informed, and determined man
than ever before imagined—but
also the turbulent times in which
he rose, boldly, to meet
unprecedented challenges. The
last president to serve as a living
link between the nineteenth and
the twentieth centuries,
Truman’s story spans the raw
world of the Missouri frontier,
World War I, the powerful
Pendergast machine of Kansas
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City, the legendary Whistle-Stop
Campaign of 1948, and the
decisions to drop the atomic
bomb, confront Stalin at
Potsdam, send troops to Korea,
and fire General MacArthur.
Drawing on newly discovered
archival material and extensive
interviews with Truman’s own
family, friends, and Washington
colleagues, McCullough tells the
deeply moving story of the
seemingly ordinary “man from
Missouri” who was perhaps the
most courageous president in
our history.
Land of Lincoln Vintage
Meet the founding father who
made America modern. This richly
illustrated biography portrays

Alexander Hamilton's fascinating
life alongside his key contributions
to American history, including his
unsung role as an early abolitionist.
Hamilton played a crucial part in
the political, legal, and economic
development of the new nation,
serving as Washington's right-hand
man during the Revolutionary War,
helping establish the Constitution,
writing most of The Federalist
Papers, and modernizing America's
fledgling finances, among other
notable achievements. This
handsome volume brings the flesh-
and-blood man to life and reveals
captivating details of his private life,
as well as his infamous demise at the
hands of Aaron Burr, expertly
telling Hamilton's incredible story
like no other.

The House of Morgan Goldmine
Reads
In a riveting, groundbreaking
narrative, Russell Shorto tells the
story of New Netherland, the
Dutch colony which pre-dated
the Pilgrims and established
ideals of tolerance and
individual rights that shaped
American history. "Astonishing .
. . A book that will permanently
alter the way we regard our
collective past." --The New
York Times When the British
wrested New Amsterdam from
the Dutch in 1664, the truth
about its thriving, polyglot
society began to disappear into
myths about an island
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purchased for 24 dollars and a
cartoonish peg-legged governor.
But the story of the Dutch
colony of New Netherland was
merely lost, not destroyed:
12,000 pages of its
records–recently declared a
national treasure–are now being
translated. Russell Shorto draws
on this remarkable archive in
The Island at the Center of the
World, which has been hailed by
The New York Times as “a
book that will permanently alter
the way we regard our collective
past.” The Dutch colony pre-
dated the “original” thirteen
colonies, yet it seems strikingly
familiar. Its capital was

cosmopolitan and multi-ethnic,
and its citizens valued free trade,
individual rights, and religious
freedom. Their champion was a
progressive, young lawyer
named Adriaen van der Donck,
who emerges in these pages as a
forgotten American patriot and
whose political vision brought
him into conflict with Peter
Stuyvesant, the autocratic
director of the Dutch colony.
The struggle between these two
strong-willed men laid the
foundation for New York City
and helped shape American
culture. The Island at the Center
of the World uncovers a lost
world and offers a surprising new

perspective on our own.
Summary, Analysis, and
Review of Ron Chernow's
Alexander Hamilton Gallery
Books
Charles Conant presents this
sketch of Alexander
Hamilton. He was the vice-
president when he was shot
and killed in a duel by the
former Secretary of the
Treasury Aaron Burr.
Summary Alexander
Hamilton by Ron Chernow
National Geographic Books
“Brilliant . . . Ferguson’s
guided tour of the often
amusing, sometimes bizarre
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ways we remember Lincoln
today . . . is heartening and
even inspiring.” —Bill
Kristol, Time Abraham
Lincoln was our greatest
president and perhaps the
most influential American
who ever lived. But what is his
place in our country today? In
Land of Lincoln, Andrew
Ferguson packs his bags and
embarks on a journey to the
heart of contemporary Lincoln
Nation, where he encounters a
world as funny as it is
poignant, and a population as
devoted as it is colorful. In
small-town Indiana, Ferguson

drops in on the national
conference of Lincoln
presenters, 175 grown men
who make their living (sort of)
by impersonating their hero.
He meets the premier
collectors of Lincoln
memorabilia, prized items of
which include Lincoln’s
chamber pot, locks of his hair,
and pages from a boyhood
schoolbook. He takes his wife
and children on a trip across
the long-defunct Lincoln
Heritage Trail, a driving tour
of landmarks from Lincoln’s
life. This book is an
entertaining, unexpected, and

big-hearted celebration of
Lincoln’s enduring influence
on our country—and the
people who help keep his spirit
alive. “A hilarious, offbeat
tour of Lincoln shrines,
statues, cabins and museums .
. . Mr. Ferguson maps it
expertly, with an understated
Midwestern sense of humor
that Lincoln, master of the
funny story, would have been
the first to appreciate.”
—William Grimes, The New
York Times
Introducing... Alexander
Hamilton! Sourcebooks, Inc.
Ron Chernow has made a name
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for himself as an award winning
writer, biographer, journalist, and
historian. He was awarded the 2011
Pulitzer Prize for Biography and the
American History Book Prize for
his biography on George
Washington, Washington: A Life,
that same year. He has also won the
National Book Award for
Nonfiction for his 1990 book The
House of Morgan: An American
Banking Dynasty and the Rise of
Modern Finance, which covered
four generations of the J.P. Morgan
family. However he is most known
for his exemplary biographies of
John D. Rockefeller Jr. and
Alexander Hamilton, both of which
were nominated for the National
Book Critics Circle Award.
Chernow began his career as a

freelance writer and over sixty of his
pieces appeared in newspapers and
magazines from 1973 to 1982.
Though he briefly left the field in
the 1980's to serve as the Director of
Financial Policy Studies at the
Twentieth Century Fund, he
returned to his writing, focusing on
biographies in addition to writing
for The New York Times and The
Wall Street Journal. In 2004,
Chernow published Alexander
Hamilton to widespread critical
acclaim. In addition to being
nominated for a National Books
Critics Circle Award, it was named
the winner of the first George
Washington Book Prize for Early
American History. It was adored by
renowned book critics and
maintained a spot on the New York

Times Bestseller List for over three
months. The biography was such a
critical and financial success
because Chernow was able to
successfully weave Hamilton's life
into an engaging and fascinating
story resembling a novel, which
appealed to the general public in
addition to historical scholars.
The Death of the Banker
Independently Published
Published to critical acclaim
twenty years ago, and now
considered a classic, The House
of Morgan is the most ambitious
history ever written about
American finance. It is a rich,
panoramic story of four
generations of Morgans and the
powerful, secretive firms they
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spawned, ones that would
transform the modern financial
world. Tracing the trajectory of J.
P. Morgan’s empire from its
obscure beginnings in Victorian
London to the financial crisis of
1987, acclaimed author Ron
Chernow paints a fascinating
portrait of the family’s private
saga and the rarefied world of the
American and British elite in
which they moved—a world that
included Charles Lindbergh,
Henry Ford, Franklin Roosevelt,
Nancy Astor, and Winston
Churchill. A masterpiece of
financial history—it was awarded
the 1990 National Book Award
for Nonfiction and selected by

the Modern Library as one of the
100 Best Nonfiction Books of the
Twentieth Century—The House
of Morgan is a compelling
account of a remarkable
institution and the men who ran
it, and an essential book for
understanding the money and
power behind the major
historical events of the last 150
years.
Alexander Hamilton Book Vintage
You Need To Read This Book if
you want to dive deeper into the
world of Ron Chernow. Alexander
Hamilton is perhaps the least well
know Founding Father, but he had
a huge impact on the development
of the US. Instrumental in writing
the Constitution, he also founded

the central bank, designed the first
US currency, and was a close
advisor to George Washington.
This entertaining biography tells the
story of his rise from poverty in the
Caribbean to his central role in
creating a new country. Turned into
a popular and award winning
musical, Ron Chernow's biography
gives us a close look at the life of a
hugely talented and intelligent man.
This summary will guide you
through the book, offering:
Detailed summaries of each chapter
which: Lists important dates
Provides condensed recounting of
events Highlights important
individuals and events Also
included are brief biographies of
important people. In them you'll
find: Context for their lives before
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and after they enter the book.
Discussions of how they effected
not just Hamilton, but the US and
its history. Disclaimer: This text
serves as a companion and guide to
the bestseller Alexander Hamilton
by Ron Chernow. It will help to
broaden the reader's understanding
of the book, and highlight insights
that might otherwise be overlooked.
As this is a companion volume,
you'll want to have a copy of the
actual book on hand before reading
this.
Alexander Hamilton Createspace
Independent Publishing Platform
What was it like to eat with
Alexander Hamilton, the
Revolutionary War hero, husband,
lover, and family man? In The
Hamilton Cookbook, you’ll

discover what he ate, what his
favorite foods were, and how his
food was served to him. With
recipes and tips on ingredients,
you’ll be able to recreate a meal
Hamilton might have eaten after a
Revolutionary War battle or as he
composed the Federalist Papers.
From his humble beginnings in the
West Indies to his elegant life in
New York City after the American
Revolution, Alexander
Hamilton’s life fascinated his
contemporaries. In many books
and now in the hit Broadway
musical Hamilton, many have
chronicled his exploits, triumphs,
and foibles. Now, in The Hamilton
Cookbook, you can experience first-
hand what it would be like to eat
with Alexander Hamilton, his

family and his contemporaries,
featuring such dishes as cauliflower
florets two ways, fried sausages and
apples, gingerbread cake, and, of
course, apple pie.
Radical Hamilton
Grove/Atlantic, Inc.
Alexander Hamilton by Ron
Chernow| Book Summary |
Readtrepreneur Alexander
Hamilton was a man that
came from nothing, but
changed the world over the
years. From an immigrant to
an influential and significant
figure in American history, he
shaped the newborn America
and gave it the order and
prosperity it has today.
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Nobody has done a better job
than Ron Chernow in
presenting the full life story of
America's founding father,
Hamilton. It allows us readers
to go back in time and witness
the birth of America, the
professional and private
struggles of Hamilton and how
he overcame them all. "Those
who stand for nothing will fall
for anything" - Alexander
Hamilton Alexander is one of
the most greatly
misunderstood figures in
American history. He had
been criticized for many of his
ideas but he always stood by

them firmly. His long-
sightedness has allowed the
United States of America to
prosper today. (Note: This
summary is wholly written and
published by
readtrepreneur.com It is not
affiliated with the original
author in any way) P.S. There
is no better time to educate
yourself on the history of
America and appreciate the
sacrifices of one of America's
great founding fathers. Be
reminded of the journey our
founding fathers had to take,
to secure the future of
America's children. The Time

for Thinking is Over! Time for
Action! Scroll Up Now and
Click on the "Buy now with
1-Click" Button and Get a
Copy Sent to Your Doorstep
Right Away! Why Choose Us,
Readtrepreneur? Highest
Quality Summaries Delivers
Amazing Knowledge
Awesome Refresher Clear And
Concise Disclaimer: This
book is meant for a great
companionship of the original
book or to simply get the gist
of the original book. If you're
looking for the original book,
search this link:
http://amzn.to/2p0xtuB
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